
Update following the announcement that PM Boris Johnson has asked the 
Queen to suspend Parliament. - I will try to keep it brief. 
It’s not unusual for a new Prime Minister to bring forward a Queen’s speech to 
outline their future legislative programme, which always involves the suspension of 
Parliament for a period of time. What makes this different is the length of the 
suspension and the timing. The reason given for the length is the usual recess for 
party conference season. Most commentators believe the lost of parliamentary days 
is only 4 at the most, however it appears there were efforts to make Parliament sit 
during the usual conference recess. This means Parliament will sit for around a 
week, before being suspended until the Queens Speech on 14 October, which is 
normally followed by 5 days of debate on the contents of the legislative programme 
outlined in the speech. The EU will hold a Brexit summit on 17 October. It seems 
this plan is particularly aimed at stopping Parliament tying the hands of the 
Government before negotiations with the EU have been completed. While 
controversial it actually presents the best opportunity for a reasonable Brexit deal to 
be reached.  
What may happen next?  
This does make a vote of no confidence in the Government more likely to succeed  
in the few days of parliamentary time in September, after it seemed opposition 
leaders failed to agree just the other day. Should a vote of no confidence in the 
Government be successful, it is unlikely another Government could be formed, and 
we will end up with a general election almost certainly after 31 October. That should 
mean leaving on WTO rules however nothing would surprise me, given the powers 
that be in the Civil service and their willingness to stand against Brexit.  
Should a no confidence vote fail or not be brought in time, when Parliament 
reconvenes, it is likely Boris will put a rehashed but no doubt improved Withdrawal 
Agreement before Parliament. It will then be a question of how big those changes 
are as to whether Brexiteers will vote for it, and whether opposition parties will 
support it to avoid a WTO Brexit.  
The greater concern right now is the noises being made by opposition MPs calling 
this a “coup’ and calling for people to come out on the streets. Revolution has been 
in the air for some time. We now have opposition leaders who would love to see it. 
We must cry to God for restraint from rioting and violence and for reasonable voices 
to be heard. The headline of the latest bulletin was United Kingdom on a Precipice, 
that was written before all this happened. We are now that little bit closer to that  
edge. Please pray.  


